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		  Welcome to Aeon Books

		  Aeon Books is an independent publisher of exciting and innovative books with a focus on alternative and complementary medicine, spirituality, and original fiction.

		  

		  We have three main imprints

		
		

	  
		
		  
		  
		  
		  

		  Aeon Health

		  Books with a focus on botanical medicine.
It was established by two practising Medical Herbalists with backgrounds in publishing and journalism, with the aim to publish and promote the best writing in contemporary complementary medicine.

		  
		  Aeon Health UK   
		  Aeon Health US   
		  
		  

		  

		

	  
		
		  
		  
		  
		  

		  Aeon Spirit

		  Aeon Spirit is dedicated to the publication of the best in Mind, Mysticism and Magic.
We produce a mixture of new and classic titles whose common denominator is originality, readability and a dedication to advancing the human spirit.

		  
		  Aeon Spirit UK  
		  Aeon Spirit US  
		  
		  

		  

		

		
		
		  
		  
		  
		  

		  Sphinx

		  The new literary imprint of Aeon Books. Sphinx publishes a range of fascinating fiction and engrossing memoirs.
It aims to tell stories from unusual backgrounds, and give a voice to those who are not always heard.
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		    Get in touch :

            	Customer Services : 
	Email : office@aeonbooks.co.uk
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